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President's Message

Recently the NPS requested an audit
ofthe Field Training Ranger and Field
Training Lead position descriptions.

By Greg Johnston

The result was that a OS-11 FTL

I hope that everyone is having a safe
and happy holiday season. This time
of year it becomes important to take
care of yourselves physically,
mentally, and fiscally. The strain of
work, the holiday preparations, and
covering shifts while people are on
leave are only a few ofthe things that
we have to deal with during these
few hectic months. Luckily for
some,this time ofyear will hopefully

position description was created and
the GS-9 level was deemed adequate
for compensating the FTRs. FLETC
has also adjusted the AUO
compensation rates to give FTRs 25%
AUO during the phases while a
trainee is in-park and 25% AUO for
the FTLs when a trainee is in-park. A
FTR not on rotation with a trainee
will not be on AUO. I have voiced the

Lodge's

disappointment in
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expedient method to bring the
program to fi*uition. The other
enticement was the potential for the
position description to be updated to
enhance the grade ofthe position.
AUO is a form of premium pay to
compensate employees for hours
actually worked beyond a normal
workweek or outside normal working
hours, whereas an increase in pay
grade would compensate employees
for

an

increased

level

work

complexity, responsibility, and
liability. Most departments with

the

see reduced visitation and relieve the

decision to maintain a GS-9 FTR

burden some.

position description and to scale back
the AUO program.

MEMBERSHIP

At year's end many of

NFS law enforcement program. Not
only will it produce more qualified
and professional Law Enforcement
Officers, it will be the change agent
that will influence a gradual change

The justification for these changes
were program costs and that a large
number ofFTRs were not meeting the
AUO standards by both not working
the minimum hours as required by
policy and the that hours were not in
support of the FTEP program. While
I cannot confirm or deny the validity
of these justifications with the

of attitudes in the divisions. The

information available to me,the issues

Lodge has been a supporter of the
FTEP program and has encouraged
the NPS to develop it for years.

regarding adequate compensation for
FTRs goes beyond AUO.

One ofthe more recent issues to pop
up is in regard to the PTE? program
and proper compensation for the
FTRs. The FTEP has become and
will continue to be the future of the
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From the beginning of the FTEP, the
NPS has intermingled two distinct
methods of compensation in the
program. AUO was initially dangled
to recruit and entice Rangers to apply
and participate in the program and it
was obvious that this was the most

RENEWALS

the members are called

upon to renew their
memberships. The Lodge
sends

out

a

renewal

notice and a stamped
return envelope.
It
would save the Lodge
money if you would
check the due dates on

you mailing label and
send
your dues in
without being reminded.
Dues are $60 for active
members and the dues

are not going to change
in the foreseeable future.
Seasonals

and

retirees

pay $40. Thanks!

